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collaborators can more easily compare their data with others, helping them make more
informed decisions,
combining data for analysis provides more statistical power and allows collaborators to
spot patterns and trends that would not be visible within an individual project. 

The main objective of a standard is to outline specific data requirements, creating a
common language framework to facilitate the sharing of data and establish consistency
across systems. Data integration from different sources is more reliable when it is clear that
the data fields have the same meaning and that the records represent the same real-world
entities.

Integrating data from different sources provides collective benefit:

The purpose of publishing this predator control data standard is to offer a common data
format to facilitate data management, data sharing, and data aggregation from multiple
platforms. The standard also provides the basis for other systems to be developed and
have a standard format to follow. In addition, it can help people decide on what data to
collect if using a spreadsheet or paper. 
 
This document outlines the Predator Control Data Standard and defines each data field by
giving a clear description of what data is required for each field. 
 
If you have any question please contact: oliviar@pf2050.co.nz

INTRODUCTION

@ Shaun Lee



Within the standard, there are data fields that
are mandatory and others that are optional.
When sharing predator control data, there are
data fields that we consider to be critical and
therefore are listed as mandatory. For example,
we need to know what system the data is
coming from, therefore a system identifier
(system_id) is mandatory. 

Another example of a mandatory field would be,
if the species identification is provided, then the
species (species_id) needs to be supplied for
this standard. If the species is not clearly
identifiable then the field still needs to be filled
out as ‘unknown’. Examples of optional fields
include contact information of the individual or
system that the data is coming from, the
scientific name of the species, age of the animal,
sex of the animal, and even the location of
where the event took place (within a known
project
area).

Throughout the standard, there are
data field values that are to be made
available via an API (Application
Programming Interface). This means
that values such as a DEVICE_MODEL
(e.g. DOC 200, Victor Pro M325,
Trapinator Possum Kill Trap etc.) are
stored in the cloud and made
available via a publicly accessible
web site. This online system would
allow systems and individual users to
utilise standardised lists that will
facilitate consistent reporting across
multiple systems and datasets. A
draft of these standardized lists will
be published once drafted and
accessible via the pf2050 data
standard GitHub wesbite. 
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NOTES
Mandatory vs Optional

Application
Programming
Interface (API)

@Boffa Miskell

https://github.com/pf2050nz/data-standard
https://github.com/pf2050nz/data-standard
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Hierarchy of the standard

We categorised the data standard into two main sections. The first section outlines
information that is generally fixed and doesn’t change over time. This includes information
about the systems generating the data (name of system), the person responsible for or
collecting the data (i.e. name), location of an event (location UUID), device used to catch or
detect an animal (trap type), substance types (bait type), and species (species common
name). 

The second section is the report. The report is a collection of properties that describes the
activity or event to catch or detect a predator, e.g. a visit to inspect a trap, a visit to replenish
a bait station, a report by a telemetry device installed on a trap. The report includes
information such as, the time and date of a visit, what species was caught, what type of bait
was used and the state of the bait when checking the trap. These are the data elements of a
report that change over time based on the activity or event that took place.

A universally unique identifier (UUID) is a string of numbers/letters used to identify
information in computer systems. When generated, UUIDs are, for practical purposes,
unique. The probability that a UUID will be duplicated is close to zero.

Thus, when creating a UUID and using it to identify something with near certainty that
identifier will not be duplicated. Information labeled with UUIDs by different systems can
therefore be later combined into a single database more easily.  Once set and/or published,
UUIDs should not change. 

We have given many data elements in the standard a UUID. Using UUID’s may seem overly
complicated but it future proofs the standard and ensures that each system is identifying
and sharing information on the same piece of information. 

For the most part, the API (discussed above) will be responsible for assigning many data
elements a UUID. This includes data elements, such as SPECIES, SUBSTANCE, SYSTEM,
DEVICE MODEL . See examples here. 

Some UUIDs need to be generated by the system publishing the dataset, e.g.
PERSON_UUID, REPORT_UUID, DEVICE_UUID, and LOCATION_UUID.  These are explained
in more detail throughout this document.

Universally Unique Identifier



These “no catch” records are essential for measuring the “catch-per-unit effort”, an index
of the size of a pest population. This index can be used to track trends in pest populations,
both over time and across different sites, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of pest
control. If, for example, a volunteer visits a trap 10 times during a month, but they only
record when there were catches (e.g. two rats), the recording system will only report that
the person visited the trap twice in that month. Doing this results in a huge loss of data
about both effort and presence/absence of predators.

For New Zealand to make the most from its predator data, both within individual
projects and collectively across many contributing projects, we strongly recommend “no
catch” visits are recorded and all trap checks/visits should be recorded regardless of
whether something has been caught.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STANDARD

Please see this link for
a good explanation of

why recording no-
catch visits is

important in this
Manaaki Whenua

Kararehe Kino
newsletter article  

The limitation of a data standard is that it cannot enforce human behaviour in the field. No
matter how many rules we put in place inside the data structure, if a person decides not to
record data, then the data is simply not available. This limits the data’s potential to
contribute new insight when integrated with data from other sources.
 
What a standard can do is emphasise the importance of gathering specific information that
is required for integrated data to be of most use and value. For predator control, one of the
most critical data concepts is the recording of “no catch” visits, i.e. a visit to check a device
that has not captured an animal (e.g. a trap that remains set or has been triggered but no
animals were captured, or a bait station that has had no bait removed). 

Location is another critical data concept
but is one for which there may be privacy
concerns or missing data. Thus, the data
standard does not force the location of a
device to be stored or shared (i.e. it is
‘Optional’, not ‘Mandatory). However, the
data standard can offer guidance on the
range of location options from which
some may be acceptable. The standard
uses Well-known Text (WKT)
representation of geometry
(https://www.ogc.org/standards/sfa).

https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/publications/newsletters/kararehe-kino?a=67794
https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/publications/newsletters/kararehe-kino?a=67794
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A dataset using the data standard can be published in many forms, for example Comma-
separated Value/Character-separated Value (CSV), XML and JSON. Each format has its
advantages and disadvantages.

XML and JSON are ISO standards. Both formats support hierarchical data, and files in either
format can be validated against the data standard schemas to ensure the format is correct.
Of the two, XML is easily read by humans while JSON minimizes data structure overheads
and thus is more efficient.

The data standard employs a hierarchical structure to facilitate a broad range of application
and a deeper level of data capture. While CSV files are simple to use especially for tabular
data they are not standardized, and care must especially be taken when presenting
hierarchical data in this format. For these reasons, although CSV can be used when
employing this standard, either XML or JSON are recommended over it.

Should CSV be used to publish a dataset using the data standard, there are some ‘rules of
thumb’ to remember:

Each field of the data standard can only appear once as a column in the CSV
file.
High level mandatory data will be duplicated across line items in the CSV file.
For example, the SYSTEM data fields.
Field or column names must be fully qualified with parent data element names
to avoid duplication and confusion. For example,

DEVICE.DEVICE_STATUS.STATUS_TYPE
SUBSTANCE.SUBSTANCE_STATUS.STATUS_TYPE.

To publish hierarchical data, that is, a parent data value with many child data
values, a separate line item in the CSV file is required for each child data value.
For example, a single REPORT record may contain several
DEVICE_STATU.STATUS_TYPE and STATUS_VALUE values and therefore will
require a separate line item for each DEVICE_STATUS.STATUS_TYPE and
STATUS_VALUE value within the CSV file, and the higher level mandatory data
fields like REPORT_UUID will be duplicated across those lines.

A NOTE ON FILE FORMATS

CSV, XML and JSON

Examples of each file format are available in the data standard GitHub repository.

NOTE: Underscores inserted between letters is a common practice to create a "multi word"
identifier (e.g. Status type) in languages that cannot handle spaces, i.e. JSON, XML and CSV.
Periods are used to separate out Parent and Child data elements.
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SYSTEM_UUID: Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the person or subsystem
that published the dataset. 

A universally unique identifier (UUID) is a number used to identify information in
computer systems. You or a computer can create a UUID and use it to identify
something with near certainty that the identifier does not duplicate one that has
already been, or will be, created to identify something else. Once a system has a
UUID, the value should not change. 
Example: A4FF5FB3-9B8B-A9E1-AE66-4CACADE2D193
Mandatory 

DATA STANDARD DESCRIPTION 
Below is a step-by-step description
of the data standard 

NAME
Name of the person or subsystem that has published the dataset.
Example: Walk the Line, TrapNZ, CatchIT, EcoTrack
Mandatory

Version of the data standard. This indicates to the system that is consuming the
data what version of the standard the dataset adheres to. Over time the data
standard will change and whether you are sending data from Excel into TrapNZ
or exchanging data between Walk the Line into a CatchIT, the system that is
taking in the data, needs to know what version of the standard is being used. 
Example: 1.0
Mandatory

Describes the publisher of the dataset. Mandatory 

SYSTEM

SYSTEM_UUID

DATA_STANDARD_VERSION

Name of the project associated with the dataset or file.
Example: Predator Free Wellington, Pest Free Kaipatiki
Optional

PROJECT_NAME



Contact phone of the person or subsystem associated with the dataset or file.
The recommended best practice is to present the phone number in E.164 format
(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.164 for details)
Example: :+64123456789
Optional

CONTACT_PHONE

CONTACT_NAME
Contact name of the person or subsystem associated with the dataset or file.
Example: John Doe
Optional

Website URL of the project associated with the dataset or file
Example: https://www.pfw.org.nz
Optional

WEBSITE_URL

Contact email of the person or subsystem associated with the dataset or file.
Example: johndoe@gmail.com
Optional

CONTACT_EMAIL

Collection of properties that describes the person who owns or is responsible
for the data. Optional

PERSON

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the person. Each person should be
assigned a unique identifier. Once published, the value should not change for
that person. The system where the data is coming from should assign the UUID. 
Example: A52E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Mandatory (if PERSON data is being provided).

PERSON_UUID

Name of the person.
Example: John Doe
Optional

PERSON_NAME
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.164
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LOCATION

Describes the location where the activity or event took place. Optional. 

LOCATION_UUID

Universally Unique Identifier that identifies a location. A location UUID is being used
with this data standard in order to ensure events that take place at a particular
location, whether it is a trap kill or a lure dispenser, can be more easily compared
over time. Even slight shifts when using  Lat/Long coordinates will making
comparing data based on location challenging. 

Over a period of time many activities may take place at a particular location,
trapping, baiting, monitoring (e.g., camera trap), and/or bird counts. If each activity
that occurs at this location is given even a slightly different Lat/Long, it makes it
challenging for computer systems to aggregate or compare data over time. 

Using a UUID also lets a system or project keep specific location data private whilst
allowing data to be shared and tracked over time.

The system generating the data is responsible for assigning a UUID to the location. 

Example: 352E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Mandatory

Describes where the activity or event used to catch or detect predators took place.
The standard uses Well-Known Text (WKT) representation of geometry
(https://www.ogc.org/standards/sfa). All coordinates assume WGS84 unless
specified otherwise. WGS 84 is the reference coordinate system used by the
Global Positioning System. It is recognized that in many circumstances sharing
location information is sensitive. In these cases, care should be taken to obfuscate
the actual location by reducing accuracy. WKT allows for data to be captured at a
single point or aggregated into a defined polygon (i.e. one might want to aggregate
data to report on the number of trap catches across a specified area).
Example: 
POINT(-175.123456 35.123456), 
POLYGON(-109.0 -85.6, -109.0 -84.6, -110.0 -84.6, -109.0 -85.6)
Mandatory

LOCATION_WKT

A location attribute is used to define an attribute associated with the location of the
device. One location or report can have multiple attributes. 
Example: distance from stream, device on a tree, device on the ground, elevation,
distance from fence. 
Optional 

LOCATION_ATTRIBUTE

https://www.ogc.org/standards/sfa


Describes a piece of equipment used to catch or detect predators. The DEVICE
data element defines a collection of properties that describes a particular piece
of equipment.

A single report element can contain many device elements, with each device
element representing a distinct piece of equipment or a component of a single
piece of equipment. Equipment reported as a device element for each
component, will allow for analysis of component performance e.g. Trap versus
Trap and Trap Housing.

Example: DOC200, Trap, Trap in a Long Wooden Tunnel, Sentry Bait Station,
Celium Node
Optional

DEVICE

The specific model of the DEVICE used to catch or detect predators.
DEVICE_MODEL values to be made available via API and based on commercially
available products in New Zealand. It is recognized that new devices will be
developed over time and the cloud-based API may not provide for all devices in
use. DEVICE_MODEL is not restricted to the list and “Unspecified” is also a valid
option. There can be multiple DEVICE_MODEL for a given device. 
Example: DOC200, Trap, Timms, Goodnature A24, Sentry Bait Station, Protecta Eco
Ambush Rat Bait Station, Bait Station
Optional but suggested if reporting a DEVICE

DEVICE_MODEL

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the device. A DEVICE_UUID should
be used when the tracking of predator control equipment is required for
asset management, performance and/or analysis purposes. The system
tracking the device and publishing the dataset is responsible for
generating the UUID. Once set and/or published, the DEVICE_UUID
should not change.

Also note a DEVICE can be a single piece of equipment or a group of the
same MODEL of equipment. The DEVICE_UUID is then used to track
the group over time. Same rationale as LOCATION.
Example: 52E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Optional

DEVICE_UUID

Predator Control Data Standards
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Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of a particular device_model.
Example: 352E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Mandatory if reporting a DEVICE_MODEL

DEVICE_MODEL_UUID



The name of model of used to catch or detect predators
Example: DOC200, Timms, Goodnature A24, Sentry Bait Station, Protecta Eco
Ambush Rat Bait Station
Optional

DEVICE_MODEL_NAME

Predator Control Data Standards
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Describes the broad class of device that was used to catch or detect
predators. DEVICE_MODEL_TYPE values to be made available via API. 
Example: Trap, Bait Station, Telemetry Device
Optional

DEVICE_MODEL_TYPE

Describes the type and state of a substance used to catch, poison, lure or detect
predators.
Example: A single Chicken Egg as a Lure, 10g of Peanut Butter as a Lure, 28g of
Brodaficoum as Bait
Optional

SUBSTANCE

Name of the substance used to catch or detect predators.
SUBSTANCE_NAME values to be made available via API.
Example: Chicken Egg, Peanut Butter, Ditrac, Brodifacoum, Bromadiolone,
Diphacinone, Pindone
Optional

SUBSTANCE_NAME

IUniversally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the substance used to catch or
detect predators. SUBSTANCE_UUID values to be made available via API.
Example: A52E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Mandatory (if reporting SUBSTANCE)

SUBSTANCE_UUID

Type of the substance used to catch, lure or detect predators.
SUBSTANCE_TYPE values to be made available via API.
Example: Bait, Lure, Pre-Feed
Mandatory (if reporting SUBSTANCE)

SUBSTANCE_TYPE
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Common name of the animal detected or caught at a location, during, or
prior to, an activity or event. COMMON_NAME values to be made available
via API and data sourced from the New Zealand Organism Register. 
Example: Rat, Norway Rat, Ship Rat, Possum, Mustelid, Ferret
Optional

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the animal detected or caught at a
location, during, or prior to, an activity or event. SPECIES_UUID values to
be made available via API. SPECIES may be grouped into sets to provide
for layperson identification e.g. "small mustelid", “rat”.
Mandatory (if reporting SPECIES)

SPECIES_UUID

COMMON_NAME

Describes the animal detected or caught at a location, during an activity or event.
Example: A juvenile Possum. A small mustelid, Mustela. An adult female Norway Rat.
Optional

SPECIES

SCIENTIFIC_NAME

Scientific name of the animal detected or caught at a location, during, or
prior to, an activity or event. SCIENTIFIC_NAME values to be made
available via API and data sourced from the New Zealand Organism
Register. Example: Rattus, Rattus norvegicus, Rattus rattus, Trichosurus
vulpecula, Mustela, Mustela putorius furo
Optional

Rattus, Rattus norvegicus, Rattus rattus, Trichosurus 
vulpecula, Mustela, Mustela putorius furo

http://www.nzor.org.nz/


Defines the date when the activity or event completed or the latest date the
report data covers. For a single point in time event or activity, DATE_END should
match DATE_START, (e.g. a single visit to a trap or bait station would have the
same start and end date). Recommended best practice is to use a date format
that conforms to ISO 8601. All dates should be presented in the UTC timezone. 
Example: 2020-02-29T23:59:59Z
Mandatory (if REPORT data is being provided)

DATE_END

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the report record, generated by the
system publishing the dataset. This value should be stored for data traceability
purposes. 
Example: C67D1BEF-DBCE-DB87-4DFB-90EB9D65D8F2
Mandatory (if REPORT data is being provided)

REPORT_UUID

Defines the broad class of activity or event used to catch or detect predators
that took place. REPORT_TYPE values to be made available via API. 
Example: Catch, Visit, Deployment, Decommission, Telemetry Trigger,
Telemetry Report or Aggregation (if providing one reporting that aggregates
data over space and time). 
Mandatory (if REPORT data is being provided)

REPORT_TYPE

This data element outlines a collection of properties that describes an activity or
event to catch or detect predators. It can be used to represent a range of
activities or events including a visit to inspect a trap, a report by a telemetry
device installed on a trap, a visit to replenish a bait station, or the aggregation of
data collected during trap inspections over a period of time and area. Optional

REPORT

Defines the date and time when the activity or event took place. It also defines
the earliest date the report data covers if you are reporting on events that took
place over time, (e.g. 20 rats were caught from December 1st, 2019 to January
1st, 2020). Recommended best practice is to use a date format that conforms to
ISO 8601. All dates should be presented in the UTC timezone. 
Example: 2020-02-01T00:00:00Z
Mandatory (if REPORT data is being provided)

DATE_START
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LOCATION_UUID

Universally Unique Identifier that identifies a location. See definition above.
Example: 352E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Mandatory



Describes the state of a DEVICE used to catch or detect predators. Each
status is represented as a STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE pair (see
below).  DEVICE_STATUS can have many STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE
pairings to describe the device status, such as one status on arriving to
check a trap (e.g. set, triggered) and one status on leaving (e.g. set, not set).
The STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE pair can also describe telemetry
device states or self-resetting trap counts. STATUS_TYPE gives the
context to the data contained in STATUS_VALUE. When presenting data
standard files using XML or JSON, a single DEVICE_STATUS element can
have many STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE child elements. When
presenting data standard files using a flat-file format such as CSV, each
DEVICE_STATUS STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE pair for a DEVICE must
be presented on a separate line.
Example: Refer to supplied examples below (Page 15)
Optional

DEVICE_STATUS

The type of device status. STATUS_TYPE values to be made available
via API. Example: Arrival, Departure, Current, Trigger Count
Mandatory (if reporting DEVICE_STATUS)

STATUS_TYPE

The value associated with the device STATUS_TYPE. Can be string or
integer. STATUS_VALUE string values to be made available via API.
Example: Set, Not Set, Triggered, 1, 12
Mandatory (if reporting DEVICE_STATUS)

STATUS_VALUE

Number of individual DEVICES contributing to the event or activity. Use
when aggregating data. Default and assumed value if DEVICE_COUNT
data is missing is 1. 
Example: 1, 20
Optional

DEVICE_COUNT
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Describes a piece of equipment, (e.g., trap, bait station, remote telemetry
device, used to catch or detect predators). The DEVICE data element under
the REPORT defines a collection of properties that describes the STATUS of
particular piece of equipment and the data associated with the report.
DEVICE_UUID is also linked to the report, refer to definition above. 
Example: Refer to supplied examples below (Page 15)
Optional

DEVICE



STATUS_VALUE  DAMAGED

On arrival at a Trap, the Trap is triggered, with or without a catch:

EXAMPLES OF STATUS_TYPE AND STATUS_VALUE PAIRS:

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 ARRIVAL

 TRIGGER

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 ARRIVAL

 NOT SET

On arrival at a Bait Station, the Bait Station is not set and damaged:

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 TRIGGER COUNT

 12

On checking a self-resetting Trap, the counter reads 12.

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 DEPARTURE

 SET

On Departure from a trap, the trap is set.

Receive a telemetry report from a trap in the field, reporting that the 
trap is set.

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

CURRENT

 SET
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STATUS_TYPE  ARRIVAL



Describes the state of the SUBSTANCE used to catch, lure or detect
predators. Similar to DEVICE_STATUS, each status is represented as a
STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE pair. See DEVICE_STATUS for more details. 

When presenting the data standard files using XML or JSON, a single
SUBSTANCE_STATUS element can have many STATUS_TYPE,
STATUS_VALUE child elements. When presenting the data standard files
using a flat-file format such as CSV, each SUBSTANCE_STATUS
STATUS_TYPE, STATUS_VALUE pair for a DEVICE must be presented on a
separate line. 
Example: Refer to supplied examples below (Page 17). 
Optional

SUBSTANCE_STATUS

Describes the type and state of a substance used to catch, poison, lure or detect
predators. SUBSTANCE_UUID is linked to the report, see definition above. 
Example: Please refer to examples provided below (Page 17)
Optional

SUBSTANCE
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The type of substance status. STATUS_TYPE values to be made available
via API. 
Example: Arrival, Departure, Grams Added, Grams Removed, Grams
Taken, Grams Remaining.
Mandatory (if reporting SUBSTANCE_STATUS)

STATUS_TYPE

The value associated with the substance status_type. Can be string or
integer. STATUS_VALUE string values to be made available via API.
Example: Gone, Bad, Intact, Partial, Replaced, Refreshed, 1, 12
Mandatory (if reporting SUBSTANCE_STATUS)

STATUS_VALUE



On arrival at a Trap, the lure is gone

EXAMPLES OF STATUS_TYPE AND STATUS_VALUE PAIRS:

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 ARRIVAL

GONE

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

 GRAMS ADDED

 28

Maintaining a Bait Station, 28g of Brodifacoum is added

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

ARRIVAL 

BAD

On arrival to a long-life lure, the lure has gone bad (i.e. rotten)

On departure from a trap, the lure is refreshed

 STATUS_TYPE 

STATUS_VALUE 

DEPARTURE

 REFRESHED
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Approximate age of the animal detected or caught at a location, during, or
prior to, an activity or event. Valid values are “Unknown”, “Baby”, “Juvenile”,
“Adult”. 
Example: Unknown, Baby, Juvenile, Adult
Optional

AGE

Sex of the animal detected or caught at a location, during, or prior to, an
activity or event. Valid values are “Unknown”, “Male”, “Female”.
Example: Unknown, Male, Female
Optional

SEX
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Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the animal detected or caught at a
location, during, or prior to, an activity or event. See SPECIES UUID
definition above (Page 12)
Mandatory (if reporting SPECIES)

SPECIES_UUID

Describes the animal detected or caught at a location, during an activity or event. 
 The SPECIES data element under the REPORT defines a collection of properties that
describes the animal that was caught or detected.
Example: A juvenile Possum, one small mustelid, three adult female Norway Rat, 
Optional

SPECIES

Number of individual animals detected or caught at a location, during, or
prior to, an activity or event. Default and assumed value if COUNT data is
missing is 1. 
Example: 1, 3
Optional

COUNT

Indicates if the animals detected or caught at a location, during, or prior to,
an activity or event was the target species. Default and assumed value if
target data is missing is True (or 1). Use the value False (or 0) to indicate
bycatch
Example: True or 1, False or 0
Optional

TARGET



This PERSON_UUID at the REPORT level may be used to describe the person
that captured the record-entry (e.g. physically visited the trap and entered the
data). Each person should be assigned a unique identifier. Once published, the
value should not change for that person. The system where the data is coming
from should assign the UUID.
Example: A52E11AC-B9FA-11E8-8D80-0220ED3BCA7A
Optional

PERSON_UUID
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